
What date is it today?

What is the weather like today?



The country and the city

   Some people live in the city
  Where the houses are very      .
  Some people live in the country
  Where the houses are very         .

  But in the country where the houses are
           ,
  The gardens are very      .
  And in the cities where the houses are

  There are no gardens at all.
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The country and the city

   Some people live
  Where the houses are very      .
  Some people live
  Where the houses are very         .
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    Буквосочетание  al, находящееся в ударном слоге перед согласными, 

читается как   [ɔ:l]
  

talk           [tɔ:k]  
chalk       [ʧɔ:k]

Но:



The country and the city

   Some people live
  Where the houses are very      .
  Some people live
  Where the houses are very         .
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People and animals 
in the country and in the city



Do you know these animals ?



   Check your answers

 

 

 

 

a dolphin

a whale

a crocodile

a snake

a camel

pdohinl

hawle

dicocoler

naske

amcel



Many people have pets.

Dima would like to have a dolphin.…



1. I`d  like to have a        … .
       a) snake      b) camel     c)
2. It  is     … .
       a)                 b) white      c) blue
3. It  lives  in the       … .
       a) river        b)                 c) ocean
4. It can          … .
       a) sing         b)                c) play
5. Dima  would like  to  .   .   .     with his animal.
       a)                  b) live         c) play
6. He  thinks  it`s  a    .  .  .            animal.
      a) beautiful   b) nice       c)
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  I`d  like  to have a …
  It`s   …  
  It  lives  …   the …
  It  can  swim,  …     and jump.
  I  would  like  to  …       and  dive    …  
    my dolphin.
  I  …        it`s  a   …               animal.   
  

swim with

wonderfulthink   

in
dive

sea.

grey.

  in       think        with        wonderful       swim   
       dive          grey         sea            dolphin 

dolphin.



Let`s have a rest.



What do animals do for people?  
                            
Camels can carry things for people.Dogs can help and save people.Sheep can give clothes and food.Cows can give milk.



What do people do for animals? 

People can make houses for birds.
People feed hens and wash horses.
People can take dogs for a walk.



And now look at the pictures and say which 
animal is the most useful and why? 

I think camels are the most useful animals 
because they can carry a lot of things for 
people.

I think sheep are the most useful animals because 
they can give wool and food.



Tall, big, strong, funny



tall taller



His house is taller than my house. 

than  -  чем



small ersmall



My house is smaller than his house.

than -  чем

Сравнительная степень прилагательных



tall tall (the) taller est

Какой из этих домов превосходит по 
высоте остальные?



  My house is the tallest in Uchaly.
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Какой из этих домов самый маленький?



My house is the …smallest.



 Сравнительная  степень  односложных прилагательных

 образуется при помощи суффикса  -еr, 

    а превосходная -  при помощи суффикса  -est.                                        
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long

longer

(the) longest 

big                                     bigger            ( 
the) biggesthot               hotter        (the) hottest
large           larger            (the ) largest
wide                 wider       (the) widest
dirty        dirtier                    (the)dirtiest
happy       happier     (the) happiest



В односложных прилагательных согласная 
удваивается после кратких гласных:

hot  -        hotter  -     (the) hottest

big   -       bigger -     (the) biggest
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(the) longest 
(the) biggest 
(the) hottest
(the) largest
(the) widest
(the) dirtiest
(the) happiest



      Многосложные прилагательные образуют 
сравнительную степень при помощи слова  
more, превосходную степень при помощи слова 
most:

beautiful -              beautiful  -                    beautifulmore (the) most 
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Исключения

Положительная степень Сравнительная степень Превосходная степень

good

bad

little

much
many

better (the) best

worse (the) worst

less (the) least

more (the) most



  

1)   The desert  is             than  the field.
2)   The road  is                than  the  street.

3) The farm is                 than  city.
4)  I like mountains                 than  the  fields.
5)  The ocean is                  than the sea.

6) The book is                                than the film.
7) February is
 

 

(big)
( long ) 

(clean)
( much) 

( large ) 
( interesting ) 

bigger
longer

cleaner
more

larger
more  interesting
the shortest month.the  (short)  month.



Do you know these animals?



Your task is to put the letters into 
words 

pdohinl

hawle

dicocoler

naske

amcel







         It lives in the mountains. It has strong 
wings (крылья). It can fly high in the 
sky. It eats mice and small birds. It’s 
strong and brave.

 It’s an eagle.



        It lives in Australia. It has got a long 
tail and strong legs. It can jump well. It 
likes to eat grass and leaves. It’s a nice 
funny animal. I like it very much. 

It’s a kangaroo.



• And what animal would you like to have?

ʧ] 



1. I`d  like to have … .

  a) snake     b) camel     c) dolphin

2. It  is … .

   a ) grey      b) white      c) blue

3. It  lives  in the … .

   a) river        b) sea          c) ocean

4. It can … .

   a) sing          b) dive        c) play

5. Dima  would like  to …              with his animal.

   a) swim        b) live         c) play

6. He  thinks  it`s  a                  animal.

   a) beautiful   b) nice       c) wonderful



1. I`d  like to have … .
  a) snake     b) camel     c)  dolphin
2. It  is … .
   a) grey        b) white      c) blue
3. It  lives  in the … .
   a) river        b) sea          c) ocean
4. It can … .
   a) sing          b) dive        c) play
5. Dima  would like  to …              with his animal.
   a) swim        b) live         c) play
6. He  thinks  it`s  a                  animal.
   a) beautiful   b) nice       c) wonderful
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The country and the city

   Some people live in the city
  Where the houses are very      .
  Some people live in the country
  Where the houses are very         .
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long 
big
hot
large
wide
dirty
happy

longer 
bigger 
hotter
larger
wider
dirtier
happier

(the) longest 
(the) biggest 
(the) hottest
(the) largest
(the) widest
(the) dirtiest
(the) happiest



Исключения
Положительная степень Сравнительная степень Превосходная степень

good better best
bad worse worst
little less least
much
many more most

It’s a good day 
today.

The weather is 
better today.

It’s the best day in 
the whole 
summer.
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The country and the city

   Some people live
  Where the houses are very      .
  Some people live
  Where the houses are very         .
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1. I`d  like to have a        … .
       a) snake      b) camel     c)
2. It  is     … .
       a)                 b) white      c) blue
3. It  lives  in the       … .
       a) river        b)                 c) ocean
4. It can          … .
       a) sing         b)                c) play
5. Dima  would like  to  .   .   .     with his animal.
       a)                  b) live         c) play
6. He  thinks  it`s  a    .  .  .            animal.
      a) beautiful   b) nice       c)
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